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P HASE 1 PUBLI C ENGAGEMENT APP RO ACH
A comprehensive public engagement approach was developed for the 16-month Transportation Master
Plan (TMP) planning process to engage a broad cross-section of the public in the process. The
engagement approach includes four phases: LISTEN, DEFINE, REFINE and ADVANCE. This summary
report focuses on Phase 1 – LISTEN - and provides a summary of outreach activities, a summary of
input, and key themes.

P RO JECT AWARENESS STRATEGY & ENGAGEMENT TOOLS
To ensure broad distribution of information and to
engage as many people as possible that live,
work, and play in Arapahoe County in the planning
process, a project awareness strategy was
developed to direct people to learn more about
the project and to provide input using the online
engagement tools.
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Given the current physical distancing regulations
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, interactive
online tools were created to engage the public
and provide opportunities for input. As we move
into 2021, the team will continue to assess
physical distancing requirements and determine
the feasibility of moving towards an integrated
in-person and online outreach approach in 2021
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Project Awareness Strategy
The following tools and strategies were used to inform the
public about the TMP process.


Project webpage
www.arapahoegov.com/transportationplan



Arapahoe County social media platforms



Arapahoe County newsletters and press releases



Coordination with municipal partners
o

Reciprocal links on webpages

o

Newsletter articles

o

Social media campaigns

o

Contact list e-blasts

Engagement Tools
The TMP project webpage was the primary repository of information for planning process and housed
all engagement tools. The key tools used to gather input for Phase 1 are summarized below.
Platform/
Vendor

Engagement
Goals



Virtual Public
Meeting

Broadnet





Online
Commenting
Map

Snapshot of
Engagement Tool

Inform the public about
the project
Promote project webpage
and engagement tools
Solicit input and gather
information about what is
important about Arapahoe
County’s transportation
network
Gather location specific
comments about the
transportation network

Social Pinpoint
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Virtual Idea
Wall



Social Pinpoint



Online
Survey

Gather input about the
overall transportation
network
Allow participants to
interact with one another
by “liking” and “disliking”
other people’s comments

Gather specific information
about priorities,
preferences, and the
current transportation
network

Survey Monkey

Spanish Outreach & Engagement
Phase 1 outreach provided several opportunities for community members to participate in the planning
process and provide input in languages other than English. The following summarizes the ways the
public was able to engage in other
languages:






Arapahoe County’s website and
associated 2040 TMP webpage
includes built in functionality to
translate all pages to other
languages using the Google
translate tool, including
Spanish.
Introductory information for
the idea wall and commenting
map was translated to Spanish,
page information could be
translated to other languages
via google translate
Online survey provided in
Spanish to encourage
participation from a broad
cross-section of the community
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VI RTUAL P UBLI C M EETI NG
One of the first activities of Phase 1 outreach and engagement was a Virtual Public Meeting. The
Virtual Public Meeting was held on August 5 from 6:00-7:00 pm and served as a kick-off for the
development of the 2040 TMP. The Virtual Public Meeting goals included:
 Create community awareness about the kick-off to the 2040 Arapahoe County TMP
 Provide an opportunity for community members to participate and ask questions
 Drive the public to the project webpage
 Encourage the public to provide input on the project commenting map, idea wall, complete the
online survey, and sign up from the project email list
The following graphics provide a snapshot of participation in the Virtual Public Meeting via performance
summaries from the Telephone Town Hall provider, Broadnet. The Virtual Public Meeting had
approximately 73 participants on the call for the duration of the meeting. The project team provided a
presentation on the process and timeline for the TMP, fielded live questions, and conducted polling
questions during the meeting.
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SO CI AL PI NP OI NT P LATFO RM
The Arapahoe County TMP webpage hosted two different opportunities for community input through
the Social Pinpoint platform. Through the idea wall and comment map options, community members
provided their perspectives on current transportation issues they encounter and offered insight into
how the transportation system can be improved to better serve the people of Arapahoe County. In
total, both the idea wall and comment map received over 170 comments.
Public comments thus far have included a wide range of concerns relating to infrastructure needs to
improve safety and connectivity, along with operational modifications needed to manage congestion.
These concerns have been further analyzed and organized according to 13 key themes to provide more
specificity about the needs and desires for a more responsive and forward-looking transportation
system.

What is important to County residents?

Idea Wall Input
Through the idea wall tool, community members
voiced their opinions on the current state of the
transportation system and improvements they
would like to see. Over 40 comments were
received. The roads and traffic category made up
a large portion of the comments at 37 percent,
followed by biking with 26 percent. Transit and
other categorized remarks, which included
concerns over planning for a transportation
system that integrates emerging mobility
technology, received an equal number of
comments, both resulting in 11 percent of the
total input received. Safety and walking made up
the remaining categories and each totaled to less
than 10 percent of the comments.

Idea Wall Key Findings

Walking
6%
N=2

Other
11%
N=4

Biking
26%
N=9

Transit
11%
N=4

Safety
9%
N=3
Roads/Traffic
37%
N=13

As stated, the comments under each modal or safety category was coded and compiled according to
the ideas and themes expressed by community members. From this input, a wide range of key findings
emerged:








Close to 70 percent of biking comments were primarily focused on a complete and connected
bike network, while just over 30 percent voiced their interest in improving bicycling
infrastructure.
Ideas related to traffic congestion and capacity were primarily centered on modifying roadway
operation and design to manage congestion, totaling to almost 80 percent.
Safety comments were evenly split across three themes: improving overall maintenance,
providing safe and thoughtful infrastructure that encourages different mobility choices, and
adding traffic calming infrastructure and improving traffic safety design.
Transit comments all focused on providing more connected, accessible, and reliable service.
Community members expressed strong interest in improving walking conditions by providing a
connected, safe, and accessible sidewalk network.
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Comment Map Input
The comment map offered community
members an opportunity to identify
specific locations where they would like
to see improvements. Approximately
130 locations with associated modal or
safety improvements were provided.
Overall, the modal and safety concerns
were more evenly split. Safety
comments made up 30 percent of the
total comments, biking closely followed
with 26 percent. Roads and traffic and
walking were close to 20 percent of the
map comments. Transit resulted in 5
percent of the total map comments. The
complete distribution of comments is
illustrated in the following map. Only
one comment, related to biking, was
provided for the eastern half of
Arapahoe County.

Public Comments Made by Category
Walking
20%
N=23

Biking
26%
N=33

Transit
5%
N=7

Safety
30%
N=38

Roads/Traffic
19%
N=25

The comment map illustrates the quantity and distribution of public input and demonstrates specific
modal and safety patterns across the County. Biking comments were the most evenly distributed
throughout the County, while comments related to walking were mostly located in the southern half of
the County. Safety comments were primarily focused in and around South Santa Fe Drive and West
Littleton Boulevard. Several other safety comments were provided for the central part of the County as
well. Comments centered on roads and traffic were largely seen on South Santa Drive, South Parker
Road, and near E-470. Lastly, transit comments were distributed throughout the County and identified
specific locations where people would like to see increased service and/or transit shelter improvements.
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Public Comment Map Input Distribution

Comment Map Key Findings
Comments provided through the comment map were also categorized according to the ideas brought
forward by community members. Key findings that came out of this part of the public input are
provided below.







Biking concerns were evenly split with 48 percent concentrated on providing a complete and
connected bicycle network to provide greater accessibility and 52 percent interested in
improvements to bicycling infrastructure to address safety concerns.
Modifications to roadway operation and design to increase safety and manage congestion
received 80 percent of responses under the roads/traffic category.
Safety related comments were primarily focused on providing safe and thoughtful infrastructure
that encourages different mobility choices (42 percent).
For transit, a little over 70 percent of the comments were related to providing more connected,
accessible, and reliable service
Under the walking category, one major theme emerged from the comments, with a primary
concern for a connected, safe, and accessible sidewalk network.
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P UB LI C SURVEY
Community input was also gathered through an online public survey that was distributed to a wide
variety of participants to help ensure representation of the diverse transportation concerns within
Arapahoe County. The public survey asked community members a series of questions that focused on
their typical mode of transportation, telecommuting plans during and after COVID-19 restrictions, and
transportation system component importance and ratings. An open-ended question was also asked and
gave respondents an opportunity to share in more detail gaps and needs they experience within the
transportation network in Arapahoe County. More than 220 responses were gathered, and the results
are summarized below.

Survey Results
Public Survey Question #2:
When you think about transportation in Arapahoe County in the year 2040,
what one word or phrase comes to mind?
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Public Survey Question #2:
What modes of transportation do you typically use when you travel to/from
or within Arapahoe County for trips other than recreation?

One of the first questions respondents were asked was related to the transportation mode they
typically used for non-recreational trips. Community members were directed to select all modes that
apply.





Nearly all respondents said they typically use their personal vehicle at least once a week for
non-recreational trips
A little over 30 percent of respondents walk, and almost 30 percent who said they bike for nonrecreational trips.
Using transit was the fourth most common transportation mode, making up slightly over 10
percent of trip modes.
Almost 9 percent of respondents said they also use Uber or Lyft to get to destinations.

100%

98%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

32%

26%
12%

0%
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2%

0%

0%

9%

0%

1%

0%

0%

1%
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Public Survey Question #3:
Many people began working from home (telecommuting) due to COVID-19.
Are you planning to permanently work from home some, or all of the time,
even after restrictions are lifted?

To understand the effects of telecommuting on current and future traffic patterns, participants were
asked to provide more information on their plans after the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions are lifted.





Most respondents, 40 percent, plan to resume commuting to work every day, followed by 20
percent say they do not work outside of the home.
Only 14 percent saying they will work from home one to two days per week and 10 percent are
unsure.
Working from home three to four days per week or full time each received 8 percent of the
remaining responses.
Of note, about 30 percent plan to work at home at least some, or all of the time, after
pandemic restrictions are lifted.

50%
45%
40%

40%

35%
30%
25%

20%

20%

14%

15%

8%

8%

Yes, I will work
from home 3-4
days per week

Yes, I will work
from home fulltime

10%

10%

5%
0%

No, I will resume
commuting to
work every day

Yes, I will work
from home 1-2
days per week
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I do not work
outside of the
home

Not sure yet
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Public Survey Question #4
What is most important to you about Arapahoe County’s transportation
system?

Recognizing what community members see as the important elements of their transportation system is
critical in gathering accurate public input and later developing strategies that can address concerns of
community members.





40%

When questioned on what is most important about Arapahoe County’s transportation system,
close to 40 percent saw minimizing congestion as a primary concern. These results also align
with what was found on the idea wall and comment map responses, indicating great interest in
finding ways to minimize and manage congestion.
Safety for cars, trucks, bicyclists, and pedestrians received over 20 percent of the responses,
followed by accommodating all modes of travel with 16 percent of all responses.
Upgrading or adding to the transportation system made up slightly over 10 percent of the
responses, closely followed by maintenance of existing roads/facilities.
Reliability of the transportation system obtained 5 percent of the total responses.
36%

35%
30%

23%

25%
20%

16%

15%

11%

10%

10%
5%

5%
0%

Minimizing
congestion

Safety for cars,
trucks, bicyclists
and pedestrians

Upgrading or
Accommodate all
adding to our
modes of travel
transportation
(e.g., walking,
biking, carshare, system (e.g., new
paving of rural
transit, scooter
roads, new
rental)
roadway
connections,
widening roads)
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Maintenance of
existing
roads/facilities

Reliability of the
transportation
system
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Public Survey Question #5
Please rate the following elements of Arapahoe County’s current
transportation system.

Survey respondents were asked to rate different elements of the current transportation system.





Traffic congestion was rated the poorest, followed by travel time reliability, RTD bus stop
amenities, and condition of on-street bike facilities. Traffic congestion continues to emerge as a
top concern for many community members of Arapahoe County, showing up across multiple
public input tools.
Conversely, ADA compliance and infrastructure was the highest rated transportation element.
Bicycle and pedestrian multi-use paths, travel options, and sidewalk conditions were the other
transportation elements that obtained higher ratings.

All transportation elements and their overall rating from Question #5, as well as a view of how they
compare to the other elements, is provided in the following graphic.
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Arapahoe County’s Current Transportation System Rating
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Public Survey Question# 6:
Please share additional input
you have about transportation
in Arapahoe County.

To close out the public survey, community
members were prompted to share any
additional input about transportation in
Arapahoe County. The results provided a
wide range of infrastructural improvements,
safety concerns, and a desire for a more
connected and accessible transportation
system. The responses, although varied,
were captured within the previously
established themes under the idea wall and
comment map. This also allowed for
different components of the public input to
be synthesized and understood together.
These findings are summarized in the
Summary Findings later in the report.

Public Survey Comment Categories

Transit
9%

Safety
34%

Walking
3%

Other Biking
3%
10%

Roads/Traffic
41%

Similar to what has previously been seen across different public input opportunities, roads and traffic
were most frequently mentioned in the additional input portion of the survey. Within this category, the
themes that emerged were also consistent, showing over 60 percent of responses concerned modifying
roadway operation/design to increase safety and manage congestion. However, a larger group of
respondents, 30 percent, expressed that increasing roadway capacity to support local and regional
growth is their most pressing concern. Under safety, almost 60 percent of responses were focused on
providing safe and thoughtful infrastructure that encourages different mobility choices, while improving
intersection/ crossing accessibility for all modal options and improving overall maintenance each made
up close to 20 percent of the responses. Biking responses were evenly split amongst the two categories
of improving bicycling facilities and providing a complete and connected bicycle network. For transit,
almost 90 percent of responses were centered around providing more connected, accessible, and
reliable service. A small amount of responses was provided for walking and expressed interest in a
connected, safe, accessible sidewalk network. Responses categorized under other were focused on
planning for a sustainable transportation network that integrates emerging mobility technology.
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Public Survey Respondent Demographics
The public survey was distributed to an
expansive list of community members through
a variety of engagement tools to gather
representative and robust input. If willing,
community members were asked to provide
information about themselves, including
information about respondent age, gender,
and where they live.
Public survey respondent age range showed
that participating community members were
fairly evenly distributed, with a quarter of
respondents between the ages of 50 and 59.
Over 20 percent were between ages 40
through 49, followed closely by people
between ages 60 and 69, and those between
the ages of 30 and 39. Gender distributions
showed over half of respondents were women,
and a little over 40 percent were men.
Community members from across Arapahoe
County participated in varying numbers.
Approximately 30 percent of public survey
participants live in Aurora with just over 20
percent living in Centennial. Unincorporated
Arapahoe County and Littleton residents
made up most of the remaining number of
participants. Residents from outside of
Arapahoe County, Englewood, Columbine
Valley, Cherry Hills Village, Sheridan, and
Greenwood Village each made up less than
10 percent of the participants.

Public Survey Respondent Age Range
30%

25%

25%

22%

20%

19%

17%

15%
10%
5%
0%

7%

5%
0%

4%

1%

Public Survey Respondent
Gender Distribution
60%
50%

53%
41%

40%
30%
20%

6%

10%
0%
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Male

Female

Prefer not to
answer
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Where Public Survey Respondents Live

DRCO G 2050 REGIO NAL TRANSPO RTATIO N P LAN I NPUT
The Denver Regional Council of
Governments (DRCOG) is currently in the
process of developing their 2050 Metro
Vision Regional Transportation Plan. One of
the public input exercises was a public
survey that offered community members
from across the DRCOG region an
opportunity to identify specific areas that
may pose a safety issue or need
improvements. Comments within Arapahoe
County were extracted and categorized into
both the transportation categories and
themes developed for the Social Pinpoint
and Public Survey components of the public
engagement effort.

DRCOG 2050 Regional
Transportation Plan Survey
Categories and Themes

DRCOG 2050 Regional Transportation
Plan Survey Categories
Other
0%
Walking
24%

Biking
26%

Transit
0%

Roads/Traffic
2%

Safety
48%

In total, approximately 60 comments for Arapahoe County were provided and although comments were
primarily focused on safety (48 percent), the other category totals differed slightly from the results of
the idea wall and comment map. Within the safety category, almost half of the comments were
focused on having safe and thoughtful infrastructure that encourages different mobility choices.
Walking and biking received almost the same amount of comments and similarly both categories
focused on connectivity and safety. Only 2 percent of comments were related to roads/traffic and of
those comments, all of them were concerned with roadway operation/design to increase safety and
manage congestion.
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SUMM ARY O F FI NDI NGS & KEY THEMES
The first phase of public outreach for the Arapahoe County TMP update offered a variety of
opportunities for community members to voice concerns and suggest improvements. Through these
different exercises, particularly Social Pinpoint’s idea wall and comment map, and components of the
public survey various transportation themes emerged within the established modal and safety
categories. Roads/traffic made up about a third of the total comments, followed by safety (29 percent),
and biking (20 percent).
All public input comments received across all engagement platforms – idea wall, comment maps, and
public survey – resulted in 13 overall key themes under the six different modal and safety input
categories. Most categories had clear priorities. The specific themes that emerged as consistent
transportation concerns are provided below.






A key finding that emerged as a consistent priority through every part of the engagement effort
was related to roads and traffic. In total, 70 percent of road and traffic comments revolved
around modifications to roadway/operations to increase safety and manage congestion.
Almost all transit comments and input received were strongly interested in more connected,
accessible, and reliable service (85 percent).
Other categories like biking had comments that were more evenly split between improving
existing bicycling infrastructure and providing a more complete and connected bicycling network
Almost half of all safety comments were focused on the need for infrastructure that encourages
different mobility options

More detailed information about how the categories and themes were organized is in the following
graphic.
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Summary of Findings and Key Themes
Roads/ Traffic
(81 Total Comments)

Safety
(77 Total Comments)

Biking
(52 Total Comments)

Walking

• Increase roadway capacity to support local and regional growth (25%)
• Modify roadway operation/design to increase safety and manage
congestion (70%)
• Reduce number of toll roads/HOV lanes (5%)
•Add traffic calming infrastructure and improve traffic safety design (18%)
•Improve intersection/ crossing accessibility for all modal options (22%)
•Provide safe and thoughtful infrastructure that encourages different mobility
choices (48%)
•Improve overall maintenance (12%)

• Improve bicycling infrastructure to address safety concerns (48%)
• Provide a complete and connected bicycle network to provide greater
accessibility (52%)

• Provide a connected, safe, and accessible sidewalk network (100%)

(28 Total Comments)

Transit
(20 Total Comments)

Other
(7 Total Comments)

• Provide more connected, accessible, and reliable service (85%)
• Improve transit infrastructure and amenities (15%)

• Plan for a sustainable transportation network that integrates emerging
mobility technology (100%)
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NEXT STEP S
Findings from Phase 1 outreach will be used to inform the development of the vision and goals for the
2040 TMP as well as the strategies and improvement recommendations for Arapahoe County. The
second public engagement opportunity – DEFINE - will launch in early 2021 and be geared toward
providing the public with a summary of what we heard, findings from the existing conditions
assessment, and a summary of the future conditions analysis. The public will also have an opportunity
to provide input on short-, mid-, and long-term priorities for future improvements in the County.
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